
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a retail business. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for retail business

Manage the Fair Share of Shelf (FSOS) reporting by working with RCD to
ensure the FSOS tracker is completed and communicated to the Customer
Development Organization
Assist RCD with the development of National Platinum POGs, with each new
product launch
Manage database maintenance process for the Market Track and Homescan
databases
Train relevant new hires on Answers Desktop and database applications
Tracker, Price Tracker, Strategic Planner and Feature Vision
Prepare accurate reports on Category, Shopper, Customer data and analysis,
translating those facts into actionable insights in order to develop shopper-
based “selling stories” for customers
Prepare accurate data and analysis in monthly and quarterly Customer /
Category reports to support the CDO team in monitoring market, category,
and competition
3-5 years relevant experience, knowledge of SAP IS Retail
Monitor progress towards achieving the operating metrics that result in
hitting our business objectives
Provide regular reporting to the company on the business results and key
drivers of metrics for theAmerica’s business

Qualifications for retail business

Example of Retail Business Job Description
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Advanced proficiency in EXCEL, including creating spreadsheets, complex
formulas, pivot tables
Investigate and determine the optimal ways of working, review of best
practice and benchmarking against external reference points
Facilitate the refinement and agreement of the scope, objectives, targets and
outcomes required
Contribute to the diagnostics and business case generation by providing
insight
Uses appropriate analytical tools, methods and techniques to gather data,
conduct analysis and complete problem solving
Challenges the current ways of working and the ambition


